WORLD HISTORY II / HOMEWORK HAND OUT

NAME:

BLOCK:
QING DYNASTY

DIRECTIONS: In addition to reading pages 471 & 473 in your textbook, read the following primary sources,
respond to the following questions and fill out the “QING DYNASTY EMPIRE BUILDING” graphic organizer
on the back.
DOCUMENT A: Qing Emperor Kangxi comments on his “tours”

“On tours I learned about the common people’s
grievances by talking with them….I asked peasants about their
officials, looked at their houses, and discussed their crops.”
SOURCE: The first Qing Emperor, Kangxi, 1696, shortly after the
Manchurian (Qing) conquest of the preceding empire, the Ming Dynasty.
1.) In your own words, summarize what the Qing Emperor Kangxi is claiming.

2.) Why would the first emperor of a new empire do what Kangxi is claiming to have done?
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DOCUMENT B: Letter to British King George III in response to trading rights request
“As to your entreaty to send one of your nationals…to my Celestial Court, this request is contrary to all
usage of my dynasty and cannot possibly be entertained….
I have but one aim in view, namely, to maintain a perfect governance and to fulfill the duties of the Qing
state: strange and costly objects do not interest me…Our dynasty’s majestic virtue has penetrated unto every
country under Heaven, and Kings of all nations have offered their costly tribute by land and sea.
We possess all things. I set no value on objects strange or ingenious, and have no use for your country’s
manufactures….There is nothing we lack….”
SOURCE: Emperor Qianlong, 1793. This letter was in response to King George III’s request for the Qing to remove their
trade restrictions and cultural practices. The Qing’s trade restrictions made it difficult for foreign countries to seek the cultural
center of the world that was China. Trade restrictions and rules consisted of trading at special ports, paying tribute (gifts) and
for foreign nations to perform cultural rituals such as “kow-tow,” which involved kneeling in front of the emperor and touching
the floor with your head nine times.

1.) In your own words, what is Qianlong saying to King George III of Britain?

2.) Why do you think Qianlong would respond in such a way?

3.) What might Qian-Long’s response say about the empire of the Qing Dynasty? What words of phrases inform
your response?

3.) Why would “kow-towing” be a practice that the Qing would refuse to remove in their trading policies with
foreing nations?
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PART II.
DIRECTIONS: Read pages 471 to 473. As you read, fill in the graphic organizer with what you believe to be a
governmental strategy, social strategy or economic strategy that the empire of the Qing Dynasty used to build
(and maintain) their Qing empire.
GOVERNMENTAL
SOCIAL
ECONOMIC
STRATEGY
STRATEGY
STRATEGY
Military,
Law administration,
Bureaucracy

Cultural appreciation
(upholding/removing traditions, rituals),
religious toleration/intoleration,
cultural advancements (arts, sciences),
maintenance of specific class system,
foreign & domestic politics & diplomacy)

Foreign & domestic networks of trade,
Conquest of geographical locations key to
prosperous trading
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